
    

    

Pat Cat, Max, 

and the Bug



Grow  Your 

Phonics  Skills! 

Let’s  Read! 

New Vocabulary 

clam: a  type of small 
sea creature that has 
a shell in two parts 
that can be eaten  

Look for the l-blends 

bl, cl, fl, 
gl, pl, sl 

glum: feeling down 

Scan the QR code  
to watch a fun 2-minute 

video about the book.Try these decodable words! 
See page 15  for more. 

block 

plus 

https://vimeo.com/showcase/10873955
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Max is glad Pat Cat is 

over! 

Max has plans to plop 

down in the sun. 

"We can set up a cloth 

in a flash." 
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Pat Cat flips, flops, and 

flips. 

"Have you slid down, Pat 

Cat?" says Max. 

"No. Help it be flat," says 

Pat Cat. 
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With the cloth flat, Max 

and Pat Cat plop down. 

"Help me not be glum!" 

Pat Cat says. 
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Max and Pat Cat are flat 

on the cloth. 

"Pat Cat!" says Max. "Is 

that a flat plum?" 
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"Yes!" Pat Cat claps. 

"Do you see the clam?" 

"Yes!" says Max. "I like the 

blobs that block the sun."
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A bug flips over Max. 

"Did you see that red 

fleck?" says Max. 

"No." 

"It has black. Plus it can 

flap!" says Max.
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Pat Cat sees the bug flip 

and flap. 

"It slid next to us!" says 

Pat Cat. "I am glad." 
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Look at the list of words in 
the book. 
Write the words on cards or 
pieces of paper. 
Sort the words by l-blends 
bl, cl, fl, gl, pl, sl. 

be 
down  

help 
next 

over  

black 
blob 

block 
clam 
clap 
cloth 
flap 

flash 
flat 

fleck 

flip 
flop 
glad 

glum 
plan 
plop 

plum 
plus 
slid 

What was the problem 
in the book? How was 
it solved? 

Decodable Words 

Phonics Fun Comprehension 

High Frequency Words 
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Scan the QR code for a phonics lesson 
in English and Spanish 

Patents Pending 

Pat Cat, Max, and the Bug 
Decodable Set: 16 
Skills: Beginning L-Blends, 
Inflectional Endings 
No Changes -s, -ing 

https://vimeo.com/showcase/10873955
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